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A family of elliptic operators with discontinuous nonlineariry affected by the 
presence of a positive parameter E. is considered. A crltical value i.,. of E. and the 
xro-set E, of the corresponding critical solution ZP play a special role in the 
treatment of these operators. Sharp estimates for i.,; as a functional or boundary 
functions. are given and the structure of E, is investigated. An asymptotic formula 
for the solution U’ and its free boundary is presented, as ,c. b -CC. 
1. IN~~~~ODLKTI~N 
The theory of operators with discontinuous nonlinearities has been rapidly 
developing in several directions: variational inequalities 113, 14 1, maximal 
monotone operators 14 1, free boundary problems 12. 10, 12, 161. 
The main topics of research have been existence, uniqueness and regularity 
of the solutions. as well as approximating methods for the numerical 
treatment of these problems. 
It is well known that operators with discontinuous nonlinearities can be 
perturbed in such a way that the discontinuity disappears (see, for instance. 
penalisation methods in [ 15 ) and the references there). 
The specific operator considered here appears in the theory of membranes 
with enzymatic activity as the reduced operator for some singular!y 
perturbed elliptic semilinear boundary value problems (see ( 11, 3. 7. 8 1; see 
also 1 Y] where the corresponding parabolic problem is considered). This 
operator is affected by the presence of a positive parameter A. Some critical 
value I.,. of A plays a special role in the behaviour of the solution. Nameii, 
for A > i.,. the solution is characterized by a deterioration of regularity and 
the appearance of a free boundary, while for Ei < j-,, the problem is linear. 
In this paper some estimates for d,. as a functional of the data are given 
and its GPteaux differentiability is investigated. The latter is tightly 
connected with the structure of the zero-set of the solution with E. = i.,. The 
last section of the paper deals with the asymptotic behaviour of the solution 
and its fret boundary as j. 4 too. 
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The list of references is by far incomplete and contains only the 
publications which, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, arc so far, 
connected with the topic of the paper. We refer to 113, 14, 4, 6, 2, 10: 12, 
16 1 for more information concerning variational inequalities, maximal 
monotone operators, variational calculus and convex analysis, free boundary 
problems. 
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: EXISTENCE.UNIQUENESS AND 
REGULARITY OF THE SOLUTION 
Let Uc 1;” be a bounded domain with P-boundary aU. As usual. 
Wyq”(U)), W’,p(XI) d enote the classical Sobolev spaces of order s with LP(Lr) 
or Lp(8U) norms, while wVp(U) stands for the closure of C?(U) in W’.“(U). 
We use also the notation: H,( 17) = wS.‘( U), G,(U) = I@,‘(U). Further we 
denote by Ck7n(fl), C”*“(ZU) the Holder spaces of order (k, o) of functions 
on 0 and a.!J, respectively. 
H being a Hilbert space, ‘X(H) is the collection of all subsets in H. 
For a given @ E H,(U) denote by Ii, the “hyperplane” 
I&, = {@) + f&(U). 
Let x: IR --t %(,K) be the multivalued operator: 
where 8(t) is the Heaviside’s function. 
The substitution operator 
can be also viewed as a multivalued operator: 
x(@ + u): ti,(U)+ H-,(U). 
The operator 
A,(u) gf -Au + Jx+(u>, A,: H,(U) -+ W-,(u)), 
with A E 12 .,. , is well defined and: as a multivalued unbounded operator in 
L*(U), is maximal monotone (see 141). 
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A function u1 E H,(U) is a solution of the boundary value problem 
2l~’ G 2I.“(4, g) with given 4 E H,:,(BU), g E H. ,(U), if 
A,&‘) 3 g, 22 E z-70, (2.1) 
where @ is the harmonic function whose restriction rr,, @ on ZU is d. 
Assuming that g E C”(u), 0 <g< A, one can reformulate the boundary 
value problem for u3 without using multivalued operators. Indeed, with 
xc(t) - B(t), t E V’\{O), XT(O) = 0, one checks easily that u-l is a solution or” 
the problem: 
-h2 + (A .- g) x ( (22) = 0: x E u, 
7c(, d = f&x’), x’ E xl. 
(2.2) 
where the differential equation is interpreted in the distributional sense. 
Any solution of (2.1) is a minimal point of the functional 
D-$)=I’ (~pu~‘+h+.-gU\drY, D.’ : nm + lb3 (2.3) 
. I, 
and. reciprocally, any minimal point of D.l is a solution of (2.1) 161. 
The functional (2.3) being strictly convex, coercive and lower semicon- 
tinuous, there exists precisely one u.’ E II, which minimizes D-‘(u). 
If g E C”(U), @ E C’(c?U): then the classical a priori estimates for linear 
elliptic operators in M/“.P(U) (see 111) and the Sobolev imbeddings theorem 
lead to the conclusion that u.’ E C’,“(@, Ya E LO, 1). 
This can be summarized in the following: 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumption: Q E C’(i’U), g E Co(o) the problem 
(2.1) has precisely one solution x3 E C’.“((I), ‘0’~ < 1. 
Of course, the theory of maximal monotone operators 141. variational 
inequalities 1141 or the theory of potential operators 117 ] lead immediately 
to the same conclusion. 
For g > 0: 6 > 0 using the formulation of (2.1) as a variational ineqnality, 
Brezis and Kinderlehrer have proved that u1 E C’.‘(Il’) f 51. 
For arbitrary g, 4 the conjecture u1 E C’,‘(I/‘), to the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, has not yet been proved. 
We end this section by exhibiting the solution of %-I(& g) in the case when 
Uc~~~istheunitball,g(x)=g(lxl)~~and~(x’:~=i,Vx’EdU. 
One has in this case 
I,(l:g)~d,(g)=2nu~f<I~) J 
l+ ‘Sn-ls2;yw;’ (g(s) - r’g(rs)> ds( e 
. U 
(2.4) 
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For ;I > ic the solution is given by the formula 
U~“(IXl) = )& (1x1’ -- 4’) + n(n _ 2) (lxI2-n - c2-9 ,7* 
..IXI 
- j, .y-- I “‘--;“-” g(s) ds/ 8(1x/ - 0, (2.5) 
where fi(t) is the Heaviside’s function and <= Q;l) E (0, 1) is the maximal 
solution of the equation 
$ (1 -<‘I + ,,“’ 2) (1 - t2-n) - 1.’ s”-’ “;;; ’ g(s) ds = 1. (2.6) 
‘I 
If n = 2, the formulae (2.4)--(2.6) must be replaced by their limit 
expressions as n + 2. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we consider the problem 2I.‘(+ 0) with 
$ > 0 which is also equivalently formulated as follows: 
--Au” + %)!+(u) = 0, XE u, 
7c”USi = 4(x’) > 0, x’ E au. 
(2.7) 
We also assume for simplicity that 815~ is a C”,-manifold and Q is a Cl’- 
function. 
The assumption about the positivity of the boundary function 4 is justified 
by the application. 
As a consequence of the maximum principle the solution U’ of (2.7) is 
non-negative. 
3. THE CRITICAL VALUE I, 
Let u E C”(cr>. We use the following notation: 
E,(u)={xEqu(x)>o}, E,(u) = Ix E G ( u(x) = O}, 
E-(u) = {x E IT 1 u(x) < 01 
and denote by x-(u), x0(u) and 3: .(u) the characteristic functions of the sets 
E+(u), E,)(u) and E-(u), respectively. First we prove the following result, 
stated in 171: 
THEOREM 2. There exists a critical z?alue A, = ;,,(@, U) wch that 
E,,(UdE) = 0 g L < A,, meas E,(u.‘) = 0 if 3, = AC and meas Eo(d) > 0 if 
2 > a,.. 
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Proof. Denote by Q(x) the harmonic function in U such that rrO @(x’) = 
4(x’), Vx’ E XJ, and by G(x, J) the Green’s function of -A in U with the 
Dirichlet boundary condition on XJ. Define the functional &(#, U) by the 
formula 
(3.1) 
If J. < ;1,, then the function u”(x) = Q(x) - A .f, G(x, J+) dq’ is the (positive) 
solution of ‘3’ so that E,(u’) is empty for A < i,,. If .1= &,, then the function 
w(x) = Q(x) - I, jlj G(x: y) dy 
is the non-negative solution of the linear boundary value problem: 
-Aw(x) = AC, x E CT: 
7co w(x’) = 4(x’), x’ E m. 
We shall show that w(x) is the solution to ‘%.‘c, as well. so that w(x) = &(x): 
Vx E 0. For doing that, one has to prove that meas E,(w) = 0. Let 
co E E,(w) be a given generic point. Since Aw(&,) = 1, > 0, at least one of 
the numbers a’w(&)/ax,‘, 1 <j < n, is strictly positive. Without loss of 
generality one can assume that a2w(<,)/2x~ >0. Then: as a consequence of 
the implicit function theorem, the set 
a,= jxE u Ix-&i (6, gLo[ 
I ‘, 
is a smooth hypersurface for sufficiently small 6 > 0. Let 23,” 6-- 
{xEU~;~-~~(<6].Onehas 
since the non-negativity of w yields: aw(<)/Zxx, = 0, V( E E,,(N). 
The compactness argument completes the proof of the claim that 
meas E,(w) = 0. 
Finally, consider L > I,. Assume that u”(x) > 0 a.e., so that u.“(x) is the 
solution of the corresponding linear problem since ;c+ (u”) = 1 a-e. But this is 
a contradiction with the fact that in this case 
u”(x) = a(x) -. ;I i G(x, u> dy, 
- L’ 
so that meas,?- > 0 if 1> A,. I 
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4. SHARP ESTIMATES FOR h, IN A BALL 
In this section we assume that U= B, = {x E I?” ( 1x1 < I), so that 
u4 u> = U4) is considered only as a functional of the boundary func- 
tion 4. 
An explicit formula for n,(4) can be given, if IZ = 1. It seems to be 
impossible to find a reasonable constructive formula for %,($) if n > 1 (see 
Remark 2). Hence, sharp estimates from below and above for n,(4) seem to 
be helpful in the investigation of ‘u.‘. 
For a function $ E C’(B,), 4: SB, + E + we denote by W,($) its mean 
value over 6B, of order t E I’<: 
Here 0, = meas B, and do,, is the Lebesgue measure on ZB, . 
THEOREM 3. The following holds 
(i) &.(@) = 2W,!,(d) fn = 1. 
(ii) 2n9Jl-n,2(9) <&@> < MDl,($), Vn > 1. 
(iii) For Vn > 1 there exist nonconstant functions tyui: M, --f F, , 
j = I, 2, such that 
Uw,> = 2n~m,-,,2(ly,)T 4(v2) = 2~~9JWA. 
(iv) The estimates in (ii) are sharp. 
ProoJ (i) A straightforward computation yields the formula 
u.% = yJ ,i*(dNX - w)*~ 
where the “touching point” c(4) is given by the formula 
(ii) We show first the second inequality: &.(@) < 2nYJI,(#). Since the 
domain is the unit ball, one can rewrite (3.1) as follows: 
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Hence, 
Now, we prove the first inequality: 2nm, ,,/,(d) <A,.(#). We start with 
n = 2. The monotonicity property of the function t--f m,(v) yields 
WC have used the formula i,rH, In Jx --y’J do,. = 0 Vx E RI. 
Consider now the case n > 2. Let p > 1 and p-’ -C q ! = 1. For positive 
on %B, functions J’ and g Holder’s inequality can be rewritten as fohows: 
The last inequality with 
J‘(f) = qqy’) 1.x - y’ / n: g(y’) _- (o(y’ j)- l.1’ 
yields 
Choosing p = n/(n - 2) and using the formula: (l/G,) jzB, (x -~‘1’. ’ dG,, 
= 1, VXER,, one gets the estimate: A,(#) > 2n9JI 1 -,,,@j \d’+ E C”(8B 1), 
#:2B,-tIF?+. 
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(iii) Let r E B,\(O} be fixed. Then the function v,(Y) = 1.x’ - 51’ is 
positive and nonconstant on ZB,. 
Obviously, the function 
22(.u)= 1+1S/‘-2(x,5)-$ (1 -IXl’) 
is the solution of the problem VII-’ with w, instead of d if 1< J,(w,). 
Since u2”(x) = Ix - cl* is the solution of ?Izn with z~,u~~(.Y’) = w,(x’) and 
u*“(x) has a zero, one gets the conclusion that &(w,) = 2n. A 
straightforward computation yields W, -n/2(v,) = 1, Vn > 1. 
On the other hand. one easily checks that the function 
U.“(X) = jX12 + 4X,X2 
is the solution of (u”c, satisfying the boundary condition 
XI0 z.Pqx’) = y,(x’), l&(x’) = I + fx; x; . 
Hence, n,(w,) = 2~2. Again, a straightforward computation yields 
m,t1//21= 1. 
(iv) The estimates in (ii) are sharp in the following sense: there are no 
positive constants E, and 6, such that 
or 
Indeed, this is an immediate consequence of (iii) and of the following 
monotonicity property of the mean value: !?R,l(4) < ‘JJ1,2(@) if t2 > t, and @ is 
nonconstant on %B, . fl 
Remark 1. If 4: 2B, + IF’+ can be extended on B, as a linear function, 
then h,(d) = 2nYJI- ni2(q), Vn > 1. (Since for n = 1: any 4: i?B, --f R , can be 
always extended as a linear function. one has in this case: 1,.($) = 2W,:,(d): 
V$ > 0.) Indeed. any 4 > 0, which is a restriction of a linear in B, function 
on ?B, can be represented in the form $(x’) = t Ix’ - cl’ with some C E B, 
and I > 0. One has to apply the part (iii) of Theorem 3. 
Remark 2. Let n > 1. Then there are no C*-functions G(r), H(r) such 
that 
Indeed, assume that it is possible. Taking ~(4”) z [. V< > 0, one finds that 
G(l3(jj) - <: UC > 0. On the other hand, taking 0(x’) = t Ix’ - {I’ with 
r E B, , t > 0: and using Remark 1. one gets 
Applying the Laplace operator A = x,(ic.n ;‘/2<f on the both sides of the 
last identity and putting 5 = 0. one gets for H(t) the differential equation 
tH”(t) + + W(t) = 0. ‘?t > 0: 
so that H(t)= C, + C2t’--“” with some constants C,, Cz. Hence, our 
assumption yields I,(Q) = 2nYJl,. ,,,,2(d)2 Vi > 0: which contradicts (iii) in 
Theorem 3. 
5. Tt-rt: CRITICAL SET E&O) 
We denote by E,.(b) the set in U where u”(x) = 0: 
(5.1) 
We prove here the conjecture stated in 171, namely, that for a large class of 
boundary functions Q > 0 the set E,.(4) consists only of one point. As a 
consequence, the Gateaux differential 6,1,($) of the functional A,.(@) exists 
and is given by the formula 
6, j.,(q) 0 y = -. VI// E c”(m), (5.2) 
-’ I- 
where < is the (only) point in E,.(d): G(x. y) is the Green’s function of --d in 
12. with the Dirichlet boundary condition and i:h;, is the outward normal at 
.I” E i-U. (See Theorem 5.4 in ] 7 1.) 
By the end of this section some counterexamples are considered. 
Tr-IEOREM 4. Let U be bounded and 4: 80’-+ II. _ be u smooth functioil. 
For VY E IT,.($) there exists a smooth function vi: ZU+ “? , such that one has 
E,.(d + Eli/() = {<}, VE > 0. (5.3) 
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ProoJ: Define I,v(: 8U-t Fi, in the following way: 
i&Y’) = lx’ - q2. (5.4) 
Denote by We the solution to ‘u” with the boundary condition IC,, w’(x’) = 
v,(x’j. One finds easily for A,, = ;~,(I,Y& 
where u’,(x) is the harmonic function in U such that q, Y&x’) = I,v&x’). 
Hence: 
/l,(ly,) = A, k&(X) = 2n. 
Further, since w.“(x) > 0, Vx E U\{r}, one gets 
Denoting by @J(X) the harmonic function such that x0 @(x’) = 0(x’), using 
(5.5) and the fact that <E I?,(#), one finds 
Therefore, c E U is the only point where the function A,, nJ,(.x) reaches its 
minimum. so that E,($ + EW& = (l}, YE > 0. I 
COROLLARY 1. Let Cy(aU) be the subset qf all positive functions in 
Cx(2U) and denote by O’;(W) the subset of allpositive C”‘-functions 4 such 
that E,(4) consists onlv oJonepoint r and that the matrix ~~;i’w’~(~)/2x, 2xjll
is positiz,e definite. As a consequence of Theorem 4 one gets the conclusion 
that Oy(8U) is dense in CT(ZU). 
It will be shown later (Theorem 6) that 0: is open w.r.t. the topology of 
C’(aU), so its complement is not dense. If 9 > 0, then E,(4) can be a curve 
in U (see (71). 
The following result shows that such a situation cannot occur if Q > 0 and 
U c Hz is simply connected. 
THEOREM 5. Let U c R2 be a bounded, simplv connected omain and 
4: XI-t W + be smooth. Then E,(d) consists of a finite number of points. 
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Proof. One has to prove that the zeroes of the function 
are isolated points. 
Assume that u,(r) = 0 and let B,., = 1.x E LT 
that the set 
‘( < 6). We shall prove 
for 6 > 0 sufficiently small is either a piece of an analytic curve. or is 
reduced just to one point <. 
The function u,(x). as a solution to the Poisson’s equation da,.(x) = ;I,. 
x E L/‘: is analytic in a neighborhood of {E c/. Besides, one has 
since UC(x) > 0. 
“u,(x) = 0, Gx E E,.(o), (5.6) 
Further. at least one of the numbers Z’u,,(t)/Zx:, S’u,(~)~~x~ is positive 
since Au, = AC > 0, Vx E (i. We can assume? without loss of generality, that 
Z’u,.(c),/&f > 0. The implicit function theorem implies that the set 
Q,,= jrELr~~(x)=O,!x-C<dj 
i - I 
is for 6 > 0 sufficiently small, an analytic curye. 
As a consequence of (5.6) one gets the inclusion S2$ c Q,. 
Assume that c E E,(d) is not an isolated point. Then there exists a 
sequence Ix,,},> I c E,(d) n Q,s such that lim,.,, x,, = <. The function u,.(x) 
being analytic on the analytic curve Q, 3 < and u,.(x,) = 0, p = 1. 2...., one 
gets the conclusion that u,(x) E 0, Vx E Q, so that, in fact. -(2, = Qa. 
Thus, we have shown that E,.(d) is the collection of isolated points and 
analytic curves. Since Q > 0 on ZlJ, the set E,.(q) is contained in the compact 
set UC = {x E V ! dist(x, ZCT) > E} with E sufficiently small. Moreover: E,(o) 
being a closed set, any analytic curve in E,(d) must be closed. If Y’ c E,.(o) 
is such a curve, then the Jordan’s theorem implies that Y has an interior. 
Using the maximum principle and the fact that Lr is simply connected one 
gets a contradiction. m 
COROLLARY 2. If U c IF2 is a bounded domain (nor necessarily simplji 
connected) and b > 0 on Zr/r, then E,(Q) is a collection of finitely many 
isolated points and a finite number of closed analytic rurz’es. 
In this last case E,.(Q) may, indeed, contain a curve. as shows the 
following example: Li= {x E 1,’ 1 1 < ix/ < 21 and p(x’)= 1 on %U. In this 
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case E,(l) is the circumference C = {x E U ) Ix]= <) where 1 < < < 2 can be 
easily computed. One should stress that the technique used in the proof of 
Theorem 5 is similar to the one used in order to show that meas E,(&) = 0. 
However, no analyticity argument was used in the proof of Theorem 2, 
whereas the analyticity of z&(x) plays a crucial role in Theorem 5. Indeed, 
one can provide a smooth nonanalytic function f(x) such that the critical 
solution z&(x) of the boundary value problem f(x) Au*” = 1.: x E B, c ‘Ii Iq 
x0& = i > 0 has a critical set consisting of a piece of a curve. 
We are going to exhibit two instructive examples. We start with an 
example where E,(g) for Q > 0 contains more than one point. Let U = B, and 
y’ = (cos a: sin a) be a parametrisation of ZB,. We use the standard notation 
e, = (1, 0), ez = (0, 1). In order to explain the idea of the construction. 
consider first a boundary function d,(u) 
&(a> = 2x(6(u) + 6(u - 71)) 
which is neither Cz$ nor strictly positive on 8B,; here 6(a) is the Dirac 6- 
function. 
The corresponding function A,,(X) is given by the formula 
One checks that infMYEn, A, (x) = A,,,(*e,) = I. The critical set E,(B,) 
consists of two points <? = fe,. 
However, d,,(u) does not belong to the class of admissible boundary 
functions. It can be smoothened and made strictly positive in such a way 
that its critical set will still contain at least two points. For doing that we 
choose a family of functions 1,,: 6B, + ‘E which satisfy the follovving con 
ditions: 
(1) 4,. E C” (B,): V:E > O? 
(2) (1/2x) j”p @&I) da = 2, VE > 0, 
(3) #c(a) --f Q,,(u), as E --* +0 in Q’(ZB,)? 
(4) $sc(a + 7r) = $+,(a), vu E [O, 27t). 
The existence of such a family does not raise any doubt. We shall show that 
for E sufficiently small the set E,($,) contains at least two points. Indeed, 
since Ao,,(e2) = 1 <A,,,(O) = 2, there exists a point x,) E B, such that 
A,u(~xO) <2. Conditions (2) and (3) yield 
‘,‘$ n 9,,(x”) = A ,,(-G> < 2 = n ,,m 
Hence, for E,, sufficiently small one has 
(5.7) 
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Let r, be a “touching point”: 5, E I?,(#,). Then, as a consequence of (4) one 
gets the conclusion that -<, E E,(#,) as well, so that for 4, satisfying (l)-(4) 
the set EC(dE) for Y~E sufficiently small contains at least two points. 
For I/ = B, c ?” one can construct in an analogous way a family of 
functions 4, E C’:(aB,) such that for V/E sufliciently small the set E,.($J,) 
contains a circle. 
As it was already mentioned, the set E,(z?) for I > i,., is not necessarily 
connected, even for convex domains U. 
A family Q,: introduced above and satisfying conditions (l)--(4) can be 
used in order to exhibit such an example. Let 1= II,,(c,~) +S, where E E (0, E0 j
is given. Then for 6 > 0 sufficiently small for the solution W’ to the problem 
-AZ2 + AJ7 (a”) = 0, xEB,cP’, 
7c” 22 = $3,.(x’): x’ E GB,, 
the set E,(u-‘) is disconnected. 
Indeed, let w”(x) be the solution to the problem 
-A w’(x) + i. = 0, XE B,. 
?-co wqx’) = 0,(x’). x’ E LB,. 
The set E,(@,) being a collection of finitely many points: for Ug E E,(@J let 
B,,, be the disk B,., = ,x { 1 Ix - 51 <pi. Choose p < 1 so small that all the 
disks B, p , are disjoint and 0 6Z Bt.p, V( E E,(4,) (this is possible, for S Q I 
implies that w.‘(O) > 0). Now choose 6 > 0 so small that the following 
inclusion holds: 
E#)c u B,“,. 
IEl:(.(*C) 
If E,(u-‘) were connected, it would be contained in one of the disks B,,, since 
u”(x) > u’.‘(x): tix E i?, as a consequence of the maximum principle. So the 
set E,,(u-I) n B 5.,, would be empty, which is a contradiction with the fact 
that W”(X) = z?(-x), ‘t/x E B,. 
Using the following result, one can give some sufficient condition on ttle 
boundary function for the critical set E,(b) to contain precisely one pain!. 
THEOREM 6. The set Oy(aU) defined in Corollary 1 is open with respect 
io the topology of C”(LW). 
ProoJ We are going to use the notation introduced in the proof of 
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Theorem 4. Let &, E 0: and EC(&) = (<}. We define CD,, and V to be 
solutions of the boundary value problems 
\A@,=0 in U 
ino+ a0 
)--AV=linII 
h,,v=o. 
Since 
dJyX) = @()(x) - ic((i”) V(x), 
a straightforward computation yields 
with some constant y > 0. 
Let 6, > 0 be such that one has 
Since < is the only global minimum of Am”. one can choose a constant & > 0 
such that one has 
4”(X) w&) + 623 Vx E U\B,,. (5.9) 
Using (5.8), (5.9), it can be shown that there exists a positive constant E such 
that for any 4, satisfying the condition 
14 - 4olco(m < 6. 
the function A, has only one global minimum. 
Indeed, one has 
(5.10) 
Since A,(x) > V(x)-’ min 4 > V(x)-’ (min do - E), one can choose 6, > 0 
such that V’E E (0, fmin &,), all global minima of A, are contained in the set 
U,, = {x E U) dist(x, X/) > S,}. 
Next, it will be shown that for E sufficiently small, A, cannot attain a global 
minimum at a point x E U,,\B,,. 
ELLIPTIC OPERATOR WITH DISCONTINUOUS NONLINEARITY IS 
Indeed, the definition of A, implies that 
Using (5.9), (5.10). one obtains the inequalities 
n.(X)~/iQ”(r)+82-V(x)-1E~ min A, + 6, - s(V(-X) ’ + V(c)-‘) 
if c < s, .= min(& minxsr:, V(x), 4 min 4”). 
Hence, for such E, all global minima of A, are contained in the set B,, . 
The following estimate, however, shows that the functions A,(x) are strict!y 
convex in B,, for c sufficiently small: 
Using the notation E(x, y’) = aG(x, y’)/&V,, and the estimate (5.8), one 
obtains the inequality 
Id 
with some positive constant C. 1 
The functions wb defined by (5.4) are in O:(W). Hence, one has the 
following: 
COROLLARY 3. For any lj E U, there exists a constant E = e(r) > 0 such 
that M - l~l~L~(~~~) , < E implies that E,(d) consists of only one point. 
6. THE PROBLEM 'u' FOR h+co 
In this section an asymptotic formula for the solution uA(x) of 2l.l will be 
proved, and an error estimate will be established, as 1, -+ +co. 
It turns out that u* is different from zero only in a neighborhood i2, of 137 
of thickness O(A.-I’*). In order to compute a first term We in the 
asymptotic expansion of u-‘(x), the classical “stretching of variables” 
technique is applied. The function w”(x) is obtained as the solution of a free 
boundary problem for an ordinary differential equation (in the normal 
505/54/! -2 
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direction to X7), where the tangential variable x’ E XJ plays the role of a 
parameter. Moreover, the free boundary Z,(u’) is localized in a strip of 
thickness O(J--‘) near the boundary 2U. 
For Vx in a sufficiently small neighborhood of XT the point x’ E XJ such 
that 
is well defined. 
We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 7. Let u”(x) be the solution of UA(& 0). Then 
(i) the function 
w”(x) = j(\/z#(x’) - fi dist(x, cW)): (6.1) 
with t, = max(t, 0) is an asymptotic solution of 3. such that the following 
error estimate holds: 
I) us1 - 12 IIC”(~) < a- ‘I2 for 1% 1, (6.2) 
where C = C(@, U) does not depend upon A. 
(ii) There exists a constant C, = C,(#, U) such that for the free 
boundary 8E,(ua) the following inclusion holds: 
;E,(u-I) c S, Ef {X E U ( (Fiji 1- l’* - dist(x, aU)l < C,n-‘}. (6.3) 
Proof. Introducing the local coordinates (x’, a) with a = dist(x, 6U) and 
x’ the tangential variables to SJ, one can rewrite the Laplacian in the 
following form: 
where a, = a,(~, a) is a smooth function and A(x’, a. 8/3x’) is a second- 
order operator with respect o the tangential variables x’ with smooth coef- 
ficients. 
Of course, the representation (6.4) holds only in some sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of XJ. 
A simple straightforward computation, using (6.4), yields 
_- . 
dwa(x) = I + a,(ia - \/21$(x’)) + A ix!, a, $1 (@(x’) - @I$(x’)a) 
for dist(x, XJ) < $!!‘) AP1j2. 
ELLIPTIC OPERATOR WITH DISCONTINUOUS NONLINEARITY 
Therefore, W’(X) is a formal asymptotic solution of 21(.i since 
-Awyx) + (A + g,(x))xl (d) = 0: x E u 
n, d(x’) = $5(X j, 
(6.5) 
where I( gAlico(Fb = O(&), as A+ i-co. 
A positive constant CJ can be chosen in such a way that for functions 
holds 
Indeed, the last inequalities are an immediate consequence of the maximum 
principle. 
In particular, U”(X) is different from zero only in a neighbourhoud of Xi 
of thickness O(L I!‘). If x E ?E”(u’), (6.6) yields 
VA $ 1. (6.7) 
As a consequence of (6.7) one gets (6.3). 
The inequalities (6.6) and the estimate 1, w-l - W! ;/(.,l(l,j < C/! ‘?’ yielc! 
(6.2). I 
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